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Abstract: With the comprehensive national strength and the strong international influence, there are an increasing number of foreign
students coming to China for higher education. The education and management of the overseas students have become an important part to
promote the internationalization of Chinese education. Considering their differences and similarities, it is necessary to improve the teaching
and management of international students from the following aspects: respecting cultural tradition and focusing on cultural differences;
encouraging pre-class and after-school learning along with promoting team work; the establishment of diversification teaching methods and
the emphasis on practical teaching links; improving the overseas students’ management system as well as strengthening the supervision and
feedback mechanism.
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cultural and religious custom and so on make it difficult to adopt the
Introduction

traditional management of Chinese students. These factors determine

The rapid development of economy and education attracts more

the particularity of the education of foreign students. At present, the

and more international students choosing China for studying which

training target and position of the international students is very

has also accelerated the process of the internationalization of

vague for many colleges and universities. Neither do they have a

Chinese higher education. The education and management of the

clear thought of how to teaching the international students. With

international students plays an important role in developing and

one-sided emphasis on economies of scale, the pursuit of volume

promoting our friendly relations with other countries as well as

increase at the same time does not improve the quality.

enhancing international exchanges. Therefore, universities need to
make the cultivation model explicit, while improving the quality of

1.1 Single teaching method and lack of practicality in
teaching content

teaching, innovating management system and carrying out targeted

The teaching and management of the international student in

teaching activities. The English teaching of accounting course is to

most of the universities is similar with that of the Chinese students.

cultivate the foreign students for a international perspective and

It is common for teachers to be scripted instead of giving a heuristic

consciousness of innovation who is also able to engage in accounting,

and exploratory way, which is still a problem to be solved. The

financial management and other aspects of the work. This paper

international students are more active and they feel difficult to adapt

analyzes the existing problems in the English teaching of accounting

to teacher-led and indoctrination-style teaching. Their enthusiasm of

and management for international students in China, makes research

thinking will be suppressed. They will lose their interest and the

on the methods of accounting teaching and management for foreign

passion of the class over time, which is contrary to the original

students to meet the requirements of overseas students.

intention of training. In the terms of teaching content, most of the
colleges in China emphasize the width and thickness of public and

1. The existing problems in the English teaching of

professional foundations, and weaken cultivation of professional

accounting course and management for international students in

skills and practical ability. If the international students just master

China

the basic accounting knowledge and mechanized accounting

Compared the international students with Chinese students,
there are many differences such as the society, the culture and the
background of previous education. Adding to the distinction among
foreign students themselves, their characteristics of nationalities,

operation, ignore the study of the aspect of practice and the
application. they will gradually feel boring and their thought could
not be broaden.
1.2 Cultural differences leading to the difficulties in
teaching and management
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The international students in China come from different
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international

students

and

avoiding

the

unnecessary

countries and regions whose national culture has made a long and

misunderstanding, in the end, making the cross-culture teaching and

profound influence on them in their ways of thinking and behavior.

management run smoothly.

Different nations have their own characteristics, which result in
different language, culture and values, so when the international

2.2 Encouraging pre-class and after-school learning and
promoting team work

students encounter problems, they will use their usual way of

There are many professional terms in Accounting. The

thinking and understanding. Because of these diverse ethnic customs

definitions of these phrases can be memorized by reading many

in different nations, some unnecessary misunderstanding may incur,

times, such as assets, income, and so on. It is easier for overseas

especially in understanding and implementing the rules and

students to master accounting knowledge by pre-class learning.

regulations of the school. Without patient explanation and careful

Reciting the definition before class, listening carefully to the teacher

persuasion, the international students will be dissatisfied with the

analyzing its meaning and matching with after-school review is

existing management system. What’s more, they may simply ignore

beneficial to the early formation of a good knowledge system. In the

the regulations, which will barrier the implement of teaching and

existing teaching model, the team learning can often better stimulate

management.

the spirit of cooperation and coordination of students, and sometimes

1.3 Inadequate supervision of teaching quality, lack of the

even able to cultivate students' leadership. In the process of student
development, they are grouped into a learning team. They complete

monitoring system
Most colleges in our country have a perfect supervision system

homework and a long-term accounting project together. Their

of teaching quality for the Chinese students, but they don’t have a

homework includes classroom content and student self-learning.

same one for the international students. The vague rules and

There are discussion questions, calculation exercises and case

regulations, lack of organized teaching methods and short of

studies. Through group learning, students are able to form

pertinence methods for specific problems causes loopholes in the

brainstorming, so that they can have comprehensive development.

teaching management of overseas students. Without building up a
specific management organization for teaching international students,

2.3 The establishment of diversification teaching methods
and the emphasis on practical teaching links

the curriculum setting, enrollment management, implementation of

In view of the characteristics of international students, the

teaching plan, supervision of teaching process, academic record

universities are supposed to change perfusion teaching for heuristic,

management and many other affairs of the international students are

exploratory teaching and change the traditional teacher-based

managed by the teaching staff of every school which is easy to have

teaching mode for the student-based mode. In this way, it will take

omissions in management because of the lack of the staff.

advantage of students and increase the interaction between teachers

International exchange and cooperation division, the college and

and students. Adopting a variety of teaching content and form, such

faculty and the administration office of school are all involved in the

as discussion-based teaching, problem-centered teaching and

management

less

case-based teaching will strengthen the self-learning ability, practical

communication and cooperation and vague operating duty may lead

ability and innovation ability of overseas students. Because of the

the buck-passing, which will make against to implementing the work

particular background of western accounting textbooks, when it

of international students’ teaching and management.

comes to the economic situation of China, foreign students will

of

international

students.

However,

the

confuse or compare the two. At this time, teachers should play a role
2. Discussion about the English teaching of accounting
course and management for international students in China
2.1 Teaching and management of international students
international

students

have

different

understand our national conditions, master and apply the accounting
knowledge to meet the training objectives. In addition, various forms
of teaching activities should be carried out to stimulate interest of

should be carried out by “Win people by virtue”
The

of guiding them and help students familiar with the case, further

nationalities,

backgrounds, status and ages. Owing to cultural differences, it is
inevitable for them to have different cognitions and understandings.
In the teaching and management, the teacher should summarize the
experience, find out the root of the problems and solve out these

students, for example, regular academic seminars, reading salons and
scholar’s lectures.
2.4 Improving the overseas students’ management system,
strengthening the supervision and feedback mechanism
In order to establish a perfect teaching management of

Not only should the management staff focus

international students, there should be a scientific and rational

on the point, the teachers are also supposed to pay attention to this.

management system for supporting. When dealing with the various

Ensuring the implementing the work of international students, the

problems existing in the teaching management of the overseas

management staff are required to try their best shortening the

students, it is necessary to follow rules according to the system so as

cultural distance, strengthening the communication with the

to improve the teaching management regulations. The information

problem pertinently.
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feedback is an indispensable link in the monitoring of teaching

running concept. The domestic teaching institutions should carry out

quality. It is also a way to build the interaction between teachers and

targeted teaching management activities to meet the training

students. Otherwise, the quality of teaching will be hard to reflect.

requirements of the overseas students.

We should make full use of teaching evaluation system, so that

---------------------------------------------------------------------

students can quantify evaluation, reflect their opinions and demands
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